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AStudy　on　N仇07zsん。んi　KzL？zんozL
Katsumi　SuGluRA
ABSTRACT
　△硫。？zshoん乞血？zんoze　is　an　anRmotatioa　of　the　first　two　books　of〈1仇。？z？zsん。ん乞，　published　in　l880．1宅was
published　in　iRcomplete　form　by　Shirota　Seki　who　was　a　c｝assicist　in　Kashiwa2aki，　Echigo．
　　This　book　was　modeled　on　Kojiki－den　that　was　written　by　Norinaga　Motoori　in　1798．　Seki　wanted　to
write　an　annmotation　book　that　equals　Kojiki－elen．　He　aifRed　to　eliminate　Chinese　embellishments　on　the
origiRa｝　Alihonshoki．　His　intentions　are　turning　up　on　this　book，　shuch　as　revisioits　of　text，　diacritics，　and
annot3tions．　This　paper　is　the　one　that　anitounced　these　characteristics　ofthis　book．
